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The purpose of this research was to determine the effects of 

enzymatic proteolysis on the emulsification capacity of bovine 

skeletal muscle proteins.    Extracts were made of the salt-soluble 

proteins from bovine longissimus dorsi for Part I of the investigation. 

After the protein content of these extracts was standardized using a 

biuret reagent technique,   they were treated with four proteases, 

papain,   ficin,  bromelain,   and Rhozyme P-ll.    At certain intervals 

for 24 hours both viscosity and emulsification capacity (EC) of the 

protein extracts were determined,   the latter using a procedure similar 

to that employed by Carpenter and Saffle (1964).     This model system 

study revealed subtle and complicated concurrent patterns of EC and 

viscosity involving an initial drop and a subsequent maximum.     This 

apparent correlation of EC and viscosity provides some evidence for 

the involvement of molecular aggregation. 



Part II of this research was designed to determine the effects of 

proteolysis on the protein concentration,   pH,   and EC of an homogenate 

system,   similar to that found in highly comminuted meat products. 

Preliminary experiments showed that protease treatment of homo- 

genates increased the extraction of muscle proteins by a 3% sodium 

chloride solution.    Reduction of the molecular size and decreasing 

molecular rigidity were thought to be responsible for this increase in 

extractability.    After eight hours very little increase in extractability 

was found.     This leveling off may be due to several factors including 

extraction of the more easily affected proteins,   decrease in biuret- 

sensitive peptide bonds,   and inactivation of protease. 

Changes in pH were observed during the course of papain 

proteolysis  (0. 1% concentration) of an homogenate.    A more rapid 

increase in pH was found in the protease-treated sample than in the 

control.    A difference of 0. 10 pH units was found between the two after 

24 hours of proteolysis.     This was considered to have a negligible 

effect on EC determinations. 

EC and protein content of the. homogenates were determined at 

intervals after 0.1% papain addition.     The amount of protein that was 

salt-extracted from the homogenate increased about 85% after five 

hours of proteolysis and showed only a slight increase in the next 19 

hours.     The EC of these homogenates increased in the first five hours 

(39%),   but after that time decreased rapidly,   indicating that EC is not 



solely dependent upon protein concentration in this system.     These 

data present evidence for the possibility of an optimum mean 

molecular size of proteins for the stabilization of meat emulsions. 
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EFFECT OF PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES ON EMULSIFICATION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BOVINE SKELETAL MUSCLE 

INTRODUCTION 

Wo   D.   Bancroft (1926),   a prominent colloid chemist of several 

decades ago,   concluded a brief discussion of emulsions 

... an emulsion must be mixed with a wooden paddle;  once 
an emulsion has been stirred in a given direction,   the 
direction of mixing must not be changed. . . a left-handed 
man cannot make a stable emulsion  (p.   154). 

Much of this kind of folklore still exists in the minds of sausage- 

makers who,   for one reason or another,   consider their work more art 

than science.    Until very recently,   double layer theory,   potential 

functions of aqueous phases,   and emulsification capacity seemed 

uncomfortably out of place in discussion of crude sausage batters and 

their ill-defined components.    In fact,   it wasn't until ten years ago 

that after studying photomicrographs of sausage batter Hanson (I960) 

elucidated the emulsion character of such finely-comminuted meat 

products. 

Sausage is considered to be one of the most economical uses of 

meat and a few years ago accounted for 8% of the meat consumed in the 

United States (Tauber,   1968).    In many other parts of the world this 

form of food has even wider use.    It presents a tremendous potential 

for the incorporation of non-meat protein and other dietary additives 

into the diets of undernourished populations. 
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To increase its own efficiency through better understanding of 

sausage products,   and to consequently increase control over these 

products,   the meat industry has stimulated research in the area of 

emulsion theory and technology in the last two decades. 

Out of this new interest in sausage emulsions grew experiments 

to determine emulsification capacity,   a term coined by Swift et al. 

(196l).    Model systems were developed and in these systems various 

proteins,   lipids,   and salts were used,   and almost every conceivable 

parameter was studied independently.     Other studies have dealt with 

effects of rotary force,   temperature,   oil-droplet size,   degree of 

comminution,   pH optima,   time of blending,   etc.   on sausage-type 

emulsions. 

To this point,   however,   there have not been experiments 

designed to ascertain the effects of proteolysis on emulsification 

capacity of bovine muscle. 

Emulsion Principles 

The basis of an emulsion is a biphasic system in which two 

liquids,   which cannot coexist in solution,   are dispersed one in the 

other in the form of droplets.     The diameter of the droplets generally 

exceeds 0. 1 \i (Osipow,   1962).    When a shear force is applied to this 

system to maintain homogeneous dispersion and a surface-active agent 

(emulsifier) is added,   a stable emulsion results.     In the case of a meat 
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emulsion the discontinuous (dispersed) phase is lipid and the continu- 

ous phase is water.    An oil-in-water   emulsion is very unstable because 

the globules of oil tend to coalesce into larger ones ultimately forming 

two layers.     In a meat emulsion the soluble polypeptides and proteins 

form a membrane around lipid droplets stabilizing the emulsion by 

preventing coacervation. 

Proteins can act as emulsifiers because they have both hydro- 

phobic and hydrophilic functional groups.     The oil phase is connected 

to the water phase through the protein.    Furthermore,   the hydrophilic 

groups ionize forming effective repulsion between protein-coated 

droplets (Giese,   1968).     The surface tension of oil with a protein 

membrane and water at 20   C is  1  dyne/cm  ,   compared to 15 dynes/ 

2 
cm    without the protein coat (Weast,   1966). 

After a stable emulsion is formed,   more oil can be accommo- 

dated by the system up to a certain point at which all of the soluble 

protein available for emulsification is at the oil-water interface. 

Addition of more oil at that point causes a reversal of the phase--a 

shift from an oil-in-water to a water-in-oil dispersion.     This shift is 

abortive,  because of the large amount of water (too much for the 

protein available to coat),   and even with shear energy being put into 

the system,   the emulsion "breaks" into layers of its component 

fractions (Sherman,   1955). 

The dramatic change from a creamy,   viscous emulsion to a 
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layered suspension makes a good endpoint for subjective determina- 

tions of the emulsification capacity of the test protein solution (Swift 

et &i. ,   1961).    A more objective means of determining emulsion titra- 

tion endpoints was developed by Gortner and Gortner (1950) and has 

been used by a number of other researchers  (Lowe,   1955; Becher, 

1965;  Ivey,   1969).     This technique is based on the conductivity of oil- 

in-water emulsions.     The flow of low-amperage current is affected 

markedly by changes in the emulsion status. 

Model Systems 

As previously mentioned,  model systems were developed for 

emulsion studies to hold constant most,   if not all,   variables other than 

the one under scrutiny.     The first model system was developed by 

Swift et al.   (196l).    A rather primitive apparatus,   composed of a pint 

jar,   an Omni-Mixer,   and a graduated flask,   was employed to make 

relatively accurate determinations of emulsification capacity.    Since 

then other workers have modified Swift's  system and have developed 

different ones.    Hegarty^t^l.   (1963) used individual purified muscle 

protein fractions,   rather than meat slurries or crude muscle extracts 

used by his predecessors,   to determine their fat-emulsifying properties. 

They also determined the effect of various pH levels,   types of oils, 

and ionic strengths,   in an attempt to rigidly define the emulsion 

behavior of actin,   myosin,   and extracts of sarcoplasmic proteins. 
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Carpenter and Saffle (1964) employed a blender technique to 

determine emulsification capacity (EC) that involved careful timing, 

temperature checks,   and titration from a burette,,     This technique, 

used in a number of subsequent studies,   was originally employed to 

investigate the effects   of blender speed,   protein concentration,   initial 

amount of oil,   and rate of oil addition on EC.    Salt-soluble extracts 

were used,   made according to the procedure of Saffle and Galbreath 

(1964).     Trautman (1964) used a similar blender technique to assess 

emulsion stability. 

All model emulsion systems reported in the literature in recent 

years have been identical to,   or are nominal modifications of the 

above systems. 

Model systems have produced a vast body of information regard- 

ing the unique roles of the components   involved in emulsions,   and 

regarding the effects of numerous parameters.    However,   some mis- 

givings about the applicability and appropriateness of these data have 

been expressed by Rongey (1965) and Trautman (1966).     Generally 

critics of model systems contend that they are not comparable with 

commercial sausage manufacture,  because of the difference in 

efficiency,   shear force,   viscosity,   and the components present. 

Furthermore,   model systems exclude the possibility of the additive 

effect that two or more variables or components might exert and such 

systems may be able to detect,   and accentuate,   negligible changes. 
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Saffle (1968) expressed confidence in model system studies if the data 

are cautiously applied to commercial sausage production. 

Emulsion Proteins 

Swift et al.   (1961) disclosed the startling revelation that as 

protein concentration increased,   EC decreased slightly.     Other 

workers,   including Carpenter and Saffle (1964) and Hudspeth and May 

(1968),   have since contradicted Swift's work by showing that there is 

a direct relationship between protein concentration and EC. 

Some confusion about the definitions of salt-soluble and water- 

soluble proteins has grown out of the literature in the last decade,   with 

final clarification coming in a comprehensive definition in a recent 

review (Saffle,   1968),   somewhat critical of Trautman's (1964) 

extraction procedure based on dialysis,   which produced neither solely 

water- nor salt-soluble proteins.    Saffle did not include in his analysis 

criteria by which the degree of protein solubility could be judged, 

regardless of solvent. 

Muscle proteins extracted at pH 7.6 and an ionic strength of 

0. 05 have a limiting viscosity number of 2. 75.     These proteins have 

an axial ratio of about 4s 1,   calculated from the equation of Simha 

(1940).    Muscle proteins extracted at the same pH,   but an ionic 

strength of 0. 67,  have an axial ratio of nearly 200; 1.     These data 

collected by Carpenter and Saffle (1965) show that the so-called 
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salt-soluble proteins have about 50 times more surface area to form 

membranes around lipid droplets than do water-soluble proteins. 

This is a partial explanation for Swift's (1965) report that salt-soluble 

proteins were 30-400% more efficient as emulsifying agents than were 

water-soluble proteins. 

Swift and Sulzbacher (1963) found that the EC of salt-soluble 

proteins was optimum at pH 6. 0-6. 5 but did not change appreciably 

when the pH was raised to 8. 0.     Further,   they found that at pH values 

approximating the isoelectric points  (5.4),   increasing ionic strength 

produced significant increases in EC. 

Various factors affect the type and amount of protein extracted 

from a meat sample.    Age and pH differences can account for con- 

siderable variation in the amount of protein extracted from samples. 

Sizable rises in pH (away from the isoelectric point) cause a measure- 

able increase in the amount of protein that can be extracted according 

to Saffle and Galbreath (1964).     This may also have an effect on the 

type of protein extracted.     Temperature,   and of course,   ionic 

strength,   have also been shown to affect protein extraction (Bard, 

1965). 

Hegarty et ah   (1963) have attempted to standardize the exact 

identity of the proteins used in emulsification studies.     Other workers, 

for the most part,   have used rather anonymous extracts,   of which the 

components were ill-defined with respect to identity,   conformation and 
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molecular 'weight.    No "model proteins, " homo-  or heteropolymers of 

defined size,   have been used in model systems.     The only attempt to 

determine the effect of protein molecular weight on emulsification 

characteristics was carried out by Graner et al.   (1969).     Their 

experiments were related to EC as a function of time post-mortem 

and microbial contamination,   and were based on procedures worked 

out by Davis (1965) and Siefker (1966).     The results were inconclusive, 

but tended to implicate autolytic (catheptic) and microbial proteolysis 

as responsible for a slight EC increase. 

The purpose of the present investigation is to establish the 

effects of limited enzymatic proteolysis on the emulsion character- 

istics of muscle protein systems.     This protease treatment is seen as 

a generator of a decreasing mean molecular weight of the proteins in 

solution.     Two systems are employed;    1) an extract system of salt- 

extractable proteins prepared in a procedure similar to that used by 

Saffle and Galbreath (1964),   and 2) an homogenate system.     Extracts 

were treated with various proteases and after certain intervals of 

time were assayed for EC in a model system apparatus similar to 

that used by Carpenter and Saffle (1964).    Homogenates   were treated 

with proteases,   assayed similarly for EC,   and "soluble" protein 

content was determined using biuret reagent. 



EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The work presented here is divided into two parts.     Part I was 

designed to determine the effect of enzymatic proteolysis on the emul- 

sification capacity (EC) and the viscosity of an extract of the salt- 

extractable proteins from a muscle sample.     This was a model system 

study similar to that of Carpenter and Saffle (1964).     The second part 

of this research was of a more "applied" nature,   designed to more 

closely resemble the emulsion characteristics found in the manufac- 

ture of meat emulsion food products.    For Part II the effects of 

proteolytic enzymes on meat homogenates,   rather than extract solu- 

tions,   were determined.    Initial tests were made to determine what 

characteristic patterns of pH and extractibility of protein were 

manifested in these homogenates during the course of enzymatic 

proteolysis.     Then EC and salt-extractable protein content of the 

homogenates were determined at certain intervals after protease 

addition. 

All of the samples used were bovine muscle tissue,   five days 

post-mortem,   from different animals.     The longissimus dorsi and 

closely associated muscles were used to insure similar representation 

of the various protein fractions of skeletal muscle in each experiment. 

No effort was made in this study to determine temperature 

effects on the system.    In fact every precaution was made to minimize 

temperature changes during emulsification.     The reasons for this are 
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obvious.    Besides the striking effects of temperature on EC,   quantified 

by Swift et al.   (1961) and conjectured upon by Carpenter and Saffle (1964), 

fluctuations in temperature also influence enzyme activity and viscosity. 

All work was carried out in a constant-temperature room at 5   C. 

Proteases 

The proteases used were commercial-grade enzymes from plant 

and microbial sources.    Ficin,   papain,   and bromelain were obtained 

from Marschall Division,   Miles Laboratories; Rhozyme P-11 was 

obtained from Rohm and Haas.     The proteases were supplied as 

stable,   though hygroscopic,   dry powders. 

Ficin,   a proteolytic enzyme preparation obtained from the latex 

of the fig tree,   Ficus carica,   hydrolyzes proteins into relatively small 

peptides,   liberating many amino acids  (Whitaker,   1957).     This 

preparation is very soluble (1 g/3 ml water) and effective over a wide 

pH range with optimum activity between pH 5. 5 and 7. 5  (Cohn,   1958). 

The optimum temperature for proteolytic activity is 30-50  C. 

Peroxidases and phosphatases have been found as contaminants of 

this preparation (Nakao,   1952). 

Much work has been done in the characterization of papain, 

derived from the papaya plant,   Carica sp.    It is recognized that there 

are at least two types of proteolytic enzymes present in this 

commercial papain.    Use of oxidizing agents and activators has 
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unambiguously pointed to the importance of the sulfhydryl groups at 

the active site,   though other -work has questioned whether this residue 

is solely responsible (Hinkle and Alford,   1951).     Papain is more stable 

at high temperatures  (to 100   C for three hours) than most other 

proteases and has demonstrated proteolytic action at temperatures 

below -11   C (Hinkle and Zippin,   1951).     Optima of pH depend strongly 

on the substrate,   though unrelated to isoelectric points.     Meat protein 

hydrolysis optima are mostly in the range of pH 4. 0 to 6. 9. 

Bromelain,   derived from the pineapple plant, Anana sativa, 

contains a group of proteolytic enzymes.     There is no amylase activity, 

but phosphatase and peroxidase activity have been reported.    Brome- 

lain hydrolyses protein to a lesser extent than most other plant- 

derived proteases.     The pH range is,   however,   characteristically wide 

(4. 0-9. 0) with optimal points at 4. 5,   5. 5,   7. 0,   and 8. 5  (Colowich and 

Kaplan,   1955). 

Rhozyme P-11 is a proteolytic enzyme product derived from a 

species of fungi in the Aspergillus-oryzae group.    Rhozyme has been 

shown to have considerable amylase activity (Bavisotto et _al.,   I960) 

and has a pH range (for casein hydrolysis) of 5. 0 to 9. 0.    Rhozyme 

P-11 is inactivated at 75   C within 15-20 minutes,   and by numerous 

sequestering agents  (inhibitors),   including ethelenediaminetetra- 

acetic acid and certain peroxides,   in low concentrations.    Rhozyme 

P-11 and papain preparations are the two proteases most commonly 
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used for commercial tenderization of meat. 

Biuret Reagent Method 

This procedure was designed by Henry et al.   (1957) to determine 

the amount of protein in a solution within the limits of roughly 0 to 

11. 5 mg/ml without dilution.     This reagent is one of the few available 

for protein assay that  has    specificity for the peptide bond.    A standard 

curve was prepared (Figure 1) by plotting absorbance (at 540 nm) 

versus protein content (mg/ml) using bovine serum albumin,   Cohn 

fraction V,   c grade,   obtained from Calbiochem.    Beyond its upper 

practical limit the standard curve loses its essential linearity. 

Consequently at absorbance readings of 0. 600 and above,   dilutions 

were made of the sample with deionized water before adding the 

reagent. 

Ten-ml aliquots of the extract were each mixed with   10   ml of 

0. 50 M sodium hydroxide to accomplish solubilization of the protein 

present (with the exception of elastin).     These alkaline samples were 

filtered through Whatman No.   1 filter paper.     The filtrate was mixed 

gently in a centrifuge tube with an equal volume of anhydrous diethyl 

ether.    After five minutes of centrif ugation (5000 x g) to hasten 

separation of the layers,    -two    1 -ml samples of the filtrate (lower 

layer) were removed and added to 4 ml of biuret reagent.    Exactly 

30 minutes later the absorbance of the solutions was determined at 
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540 nm using a Beckman model B spectrophotometer. 

Part I 

Sample Preparation 

Homogenates were made by blending 15 0 g of lean pieces  (about 

2. 5 cm square) of muscle tissue in 600 ml of 3% sodium chloride 

solution.    An Oster model 497 blender was used.     The muscle sample 

■was  comminuted at the highest speed for one minute,   then after a 

three-minute pause,  was comminuted again for one minute. 

The extract was made immediately by centrifugation of the 

homogenate at 15, 000 x g in a Servall model SS-3 centrifuge at 5   Co 

After an initial centrifugation of ten minutes,   the supernatant was 

decanted and recentrifuged at the same speed for an additional ten 

minutes.     This supernatant was decanted through glass wool filtering 

fiber.     Using the biuret reagent method,   the concentration of protein 

in the extract was determined. 

By dilution with the appropriate volume of 3% sodium chloride 

solution the protein concentration of the extract was standardized at 

8 mg/ml.     The standardized salt-extractable protein extract was 

divided into two samples.     To one,   0. 1% (by weight) of commercial 

enzyme preparation was added.     The other served as a control.    EC 

and viscosity were immediately determined and later (1,   3,   5,   8,   and 

24 hours) more samples were withdrawn and tested in duplicate. 
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Viscosity Determinations 

The viscosity of the protein extract was determined using an 

Ostwald capillary viscometer.     Five-ml samples were used and the 

results were recorded in seconds for the extract to flow between the 

marks of the viscometer at 5   C. 

Emulsification Capacity in the Model System 

The model system employed was based on that described by 

Carpenter and Saffle (1964).     The emulsitator was an Oster model 497 

blender coupled in series to a rheostat.    Rotational frequency was 

standardized with a Strobatac 631-B stroboscope to 12, 000 rpm.     The 

blender blade assembly was screwed onto a pint Mason jar with a 

4 mm hole in the opposite end. 

After 25 ml of the standardized (8 mg/ml) protein extract was 

pipetted into the emulsification container,   50 ml of Wesson oil was 

added using a 50 ml syringe with a 4 cm tygon tubing tip.    Blending 

for 30 seconds formed the initial emulsion.     Oil was then titrated 

through the hole in the top of the jar from a burette as blending pro- 

ceeded.     Other workers  (Swift ^t al. ,   1961;  Carpenter and Saffle, 

1964) have found no significant correlation between the rate of addition 

of oil and EC.     Nonetheless,   after the initial 50 ml,   oil was added at 

a rate of approximately 0. 1 ml/sec,   so precise endpoint determination 

could be made. 
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Temperature was monitored on all emulsification tests before 

the emulsitator was turned on and after the emulsion collapsed at the 

breaking point. 

Part II 

Sample Preparation 

Homogenates were made in a model CB-5 Waring Blendor from 

450 g   of muscle tissue in   1800  ml of a -3%  sodium chloride solu- 

tion.    As little associated adipose tissue as possible was included.    At 

5   C the sample was blended at low speed for one minute,   then after a 

three-minute pause,  was blended again for one minute.     The homo- 

genate was filtered through one thickness of grade 40 cheese cloth to 

remove clumps of connective tissue. 

In the following sections of the procedure when protease was 

added to the homogenate systems,   the concentration of protease was 

based on the assumed protein content of the muscle tissue of 20% 

(Laurie,   1966). 

Extractability Effects 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether the 

level of extractable protein in the 3% sodium chloride solution changed 

during the course of enzymatic proteolysis.     The four enzymes used 

in Part I were each added at a level of 0. 25% to separate homogenates. 
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At intervals of 0,   1,   3,   5,   8,   12,   and 24 hours samples were removed, 

extracts prepared as described in Part I,   and the protein content was 

assayed using the biuret technique. 

pH Effects 

Each of three different homogenate samples was divided into a 

test and a control fraction.    Commercial grade papain (Miles) was 

added to the test fractions at the level of 0. 1% enzyme/protein (w/w). 

Aliquots of 30 ml were removed from each of the six fractions at 

intervals of 0,   2,   4,   6,   8,   12,   and 24 hours for pH determinations. 

The homogenates were allowed to stand at room temperature for 

exactly ten minutes before pH was measured with a Corning model 7 

pH meter. 

Emulsification Capacity of Treated Homogenates 

Homogenates,   made as outlined above,   were divided into two 

portions,   test and control.     To the test sample 0. 1% papain was added 

in a minimum amount of carrier saline (3%).     The same amount of 

saline was added to the control and both were stirred with a glass rod 

for several minutes to insure uniform dispersion.    Samples were 

immediately removed for EC determination and protein assay.    For 

the former,   after a 10 ml homogenate sample was diluted with 20 ml 

of 3% sodium chloride solution,   25 ml of this diluted homogenate was 
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transferred to an emulsion chamber.     Two chambers were thus 

prepared for both the control and test samples.    Exactly 50 ml of oil 

was added to the chamber,   then after a 30 second blending at 12, 000 

rpm in an Oster model 497 blender,   titration of oil from a 50 ml 

syringe proceeded at the rate of about 1 ml /sec until the endpoint was 

reached. 

The protein assay,   carried out synchronously,   again employed 

the biuret reagent procedure.    It was first necessary to make extracts 

of the salt-extractable protein following the procedure outlined in Part 

I. 

Chemical Characterization of the Oil 

Chemical characterization of the oil involved determination of the 

percent composition of its constituent lipids using gas-liquid chroma- 

tography of methyl ester derivatives. 

Wesson oil was saponified using the A. O. C.S.   Official Method 

(Salee,   1969).    This consisted of boiling the oil with an ethanolic 

solution of potassium hydroxide for 15 minutes.    After removal of the 

non-saponifiable fraction with washings of n-hexane,   the esters were 

hydrolyzed and the fatty acids were removed in hexane. 

Methyl esters of the fatty acids were prepared by treatment with 

boron trifluoride.    Into a test tube with a teflon-lined cap 1 ml of the 

fatty acid fraction from Wesson oil and 2 ml of 14% boron trifluoride 
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in methanol and 4 ml anhydrous methanol were added.     This reaction 

mixture was heated for five minutes in boiling water.    After the 

mixture cooled,   10 ml of a saturated sodium sulfate solution was 

added.     The methyl esters were extracted with anhydrous diethyl 

ether,   dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate,   filtered,   and the solvent 

was removed using a Buchler flash evaporator. 

Samples (0. 5 (il) of the esters were injected into a 12 x 1 /8 inch 

solid support column filled with 3% butanediol   succinate,   0. 05% 

Igepal Co 88,   and 100-120 mesh Chromosorb G.     The machine temper- 

atures were detector,   253   C; injector,   200   C; and column,   165   C. 

The nitrogen (carrier) flow rate was 25 ml/minute.     The areas under 

the elution peaks were determined and the percentage composition of 

the original oil contributed by each of its fatty acid components was 

calculated. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Part I 

The points of the individual viscosity curves in Figure 2 are 

averages of four different runs,   two on each of two different samples,, 

For four different proteases and a control,   a total of ten extracts were 

used.    Consequently the curves are comparable in general shape only, 

not in the value of the respective points at any time.    A typical pattern 

appears to be a pronounced decline within the first five hours followed 

by a peak,   only in the case of ficin exceeding the zero time value, 

then a slow decline. 

The most pronounced effects of protease activity on viscosity 

occurred with ficin and papain.     The former showed a viscosity drop 

of almost 15 seconds within three hours,   and a total change of more 

than 20.    It is interesting to note that,   although it promoted the greatest 

range of viscosity of the extract,   the commercial grade ficin appeared 

to have less activity than the other enzymes.     This is based on the 

fact that the minimum of the curve occurred later (three hours) than 

that of the others.    All of the curves have the same general features. 

It is clear that the proteases function similarly and promote similar 

rearrangements at the molecular level. 

The mean molecular weight of the salt-extractable proteins 

decreases,   of course,   as proteolysis proceeds.     Yet the viscosity 
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patterns do not reflect this coherently.    Since viscosity is primarily a 

function of axial ratio of the molecules,   the viscosity patterns appear 

artifactual with respect to individual molecules.     What is apparently 

seen is a change,   first a decrease,   then an increase,   in the axial 

ratio of an aggregation. 

The chief proteins in the salt-extractable fraction are the 

myofibrillar proteins with axial ratios in the range of 100; 1 to 200:1 

(Carpenter and Saffle,   1965).     These proteins can associate into 

complexes in a number of ways along their lengths giving rise to a vast 

number of total molecular weight permutations,   some being more 

favorable than others at certain stages of hydrolysis of their 

components.     The form of the aggregation changes as decreasing mean 

molecular weights make different types of alignments   possible.     The 

viscosity curves in Figure 2,   then,   reflect the molecular weights of 

the most favorable aggregations at different times. 

The control documents the tendency of these salt-extractable 

proteins to associate.    Viscosity,   hence axial ratio,   increases in the 

extract after four hours.    It can be inferred from this that align- 

ments tend to increase the length of the aggregate,   which fits nicely 

into the present picture of actomyosin as a linear aggregate (Giese, 

1968). 

Figure 3 shows the patterns of emulsification capacity of salt- 

extractable proteins during the progress of enzymatic proteolysis.     The 
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data for each curve are the average of four runs.    Careful standardiza- 

tion of all factors that might influence EC as well as exact burette 

titrations made accurate and reproducible results possible. 

From the curves one can see that similar patterns are obtained 

for all enzymes,   though the changes that occur are very subtle.     The 

EC maxima may represent stages in the progressive hydrolysis of the 

salt-extractable proteins where the molecular size of the predominant 

species is optimum for emulsion complicity. 

The rotary shear force working on the system may be sufficient 

to break up all but the most tenacious aggregations.    Consequently, 

explanation of the curves in Figure 3 must allow for this possibility. 

At the ionic strength used in making the extract (jx = 0. 515) 

actomyosin,   as mentioned above,   is in a linear conformation.    Accord- 

ing to Saffle (1968) the greater the potential surface area the greater 

is the EC of a given protein.    Yet the data show that as the hydrolysis 

proceeds  (and in effect the surface areas of individual molecules are 

reduced) EC increases.     This occurs between three to five hours after 

protease addition depending on the enzyme,   following a preliminary 

drop in EC.     This indicates that there are at least two optimum 

polypeptide sizes for emulsion complicity of salt-extractable proteins, 

one of 'which corresponds to the native size. 

Another explanation grows out of Saffle's  (1968) criticism of 

Trautman's  (1964) work over the definition of salt-soluble proteins. 
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Myoglobin for example is soluble both in pure water and in solutions of 

higher ionic strength.     Therefore,   it is included in salt-soluble extrac- 

tions even though it is not soluble only in salt solutions.     There are 

other proteins,   generally globular with a low helical content,   that have 

this characteristic.    Such proteins may exist in globular or partially 

unfolded conformation in the 0. 515 M sodium chloride solutions used in 

these experiments.    As proteolysis proceeds these globular molecules 

could be partially opened by the loss of critical adjacencies or bonds 

(such as Van der Waals forces) because of peptide cleavage.    This 

increase in total surface area of the proteins could promote greater 

emulsion formation.    However,   the fact that a delay of several hours 

was present before this effect could manifest itself sheds some doubt 

on this rationalization and makes the optimum polypeptide size 

reasoning more appealing. 

Bromelain treatment causes a maximum peak in EC at about 

eight hours  (Figure 3).    Bromelain is unique in causing two peaks, 

both of which are greater than the native EC.     This imputes a differ- 

ential attack by bromelain,   perhaps because of the component proteases 

and their conformations. 

The EC at 24 hours of proteolysis,   is nearly the same as the 

value at eight hours with the exception of bromelain.     This pattern 

corresponds to the control.    More samples,   taken between eight and 

24 hours,   would have been desirable to establish the significance of this 
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apparent steady state. 

Use of viscometry,   and a model system for emulsion formation 

studies,   revealed subtle and complicated changes brought about by 

protease treatment of salt-extractable fractions of muscle protein. 

Viscosity determinations supplied some evidence for the possibility of 

macromolecular aggregations upon limited proteolysis,   and EC data 

indicated the possibility of there being at least one optimum polypep- 

tide size,   in addition to native molecular weight,   for emulsion forma- 

tions involving these proteins. 

Part II 

Figure 4 shows data obtained from preliminary experiments to 

determine the amount of salt-extractable protein in a meat homogenate 

after protease treatment.    These proteases caused a gradual "solubili- 

zation" of the muscle proteins into a 3% sodium chloride solution.     This 

is probably accomplished by breaking crucial bonds holding the protein 

rigid.     When the more flexible fragments are liberated,  they are more 

free to arrange themselves in space so that more polar groups can be 

exposed and non-polar units can be sequestered.     This 3-D rearrange- 

ment would be spontaneously driven by entropy considerations,   which 

would seemingly cause a preference for solution formation with a 

sphere of hydrating water.     Increasing the ionic strength of the solution 

makes solubility even more favorable energetically (Steiner,   1965). 
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Ficin and papain are more efficient in bringing about "solubiliza- 

tion" than bromelain and Rhozyme.     The former have about the same 

pattern,   as do the latter.    At the level of 0.25% protease,   maximum 

extractibility is achieved at eight to nine hours.    After that point 

increases of salt-extractable protein content are probably possible, 

but leveling off can be envisioned as a result of several factors?    the 

continual solubilization of some proteins  (including fibrous proteins) on 

one hand,   the decreasing number of biuret-sensitive peptide bonds on 

the other hand,   and inactivation of the protease. 

The control remained constant at about 18. 75 mg/ml and in 

enzyme-treated samples 25 mg/ml of protein in solution was exceeded. 

Three-fourths of the solubilization occurred within one hour.    On the 

basis of these data papain was chosen as the protease to be used in the 

following •work. 

It was necessary to rule out,   or correct for,   drastic pH changes 

in the emulsification work to follow.     Initial pH determinations were 

made on the samples in Part I,   but pH had not been monitored through 

the course of a 24-hour proteolysis run.    Figure 5  shows how pH 

changes in a muscle protein homogenate with and without the addition 

of 0.1% papain.    Although the pH of both samples increased during the 

24 hour period,   after 12 hours there was a 0. 05 difference in pH 

between the control sample and the papain-treated sample,   and after 

24 hours a difference of 0. 10 was recorded. 
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Subsequent experiments,   which showed that most changes in 

solubilization,   EC,   etc.   occurred within the first 12 hours,   discounted 

the importance of pH differences between control and test samples. 

Based on data from Swift and Sulzbacher (1963) this pH difference, 

and the increase in general of 0. 20 pH units for papain-treated 

samples,   are negligible. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of 0. 1% papain on a muscle protein 

homogenate.     These data are mean values of duplicate determinations 

of four different samples.     The difference at time zero between the 

experimental and control samples is due to a time lag averaging about 

ten minutes between the moment of enzyme addition and the EC 

determination.    At each time thereafter the same time lag was present. 

Therefore,   since control and experimental tests were run on the same 

samples,   zero time determinations for both should coincide.    After 

five hours of proteolysis,   the homogenate showed a 39% increase in the 

amount of lipid that it could emulsify.    From this peak the EC tapered 

off quite rapidly,   then after 12 hours began a more gradual decline. 

The control showed a nominal increase after about three hours, 

probably due to the activity of cathepsins,   native proteases.    Accord- 

ing to Lawrie (1966) these enzymes are released intracellularly after 

tissue trauma causes the rupture of lysosomes.     The preparation of 

the homogenate must surely account for a considerable amount of such 

trauma.    It is interesting to note that a slight dip occurred in the 
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average values for control EC after the three-hour peak.     This will 

be discussed in more detail below. 

Figure 7 shows how the salt-extractable protein content of the 

homogenate is affected by proteolysis.     This curve is similar to 

Figure 5,   except that the papain concentration here is 0. .1% (by weight) 

and the data were collected on the same samples used in Figure 6. 

As explained in the Experimental section,   the extractable protein 

content is assessed using the biuret reagent technique which imparts 

to the experiments a lag time of approximately 20 minutes.     The 

centrifugation and filtration steps which must precede inactivation of 

the enzyme with 0. 5 M sodium hydroxide,   are responsible for this lag. 

The striking total increase (85.20%) in the amount of protein 

extracted occurs primarily in the first five to eight hours.     The control 

shows a minute increase of about 0. 20 mg in the same time   period. 

The paucity of the change of the control level partially impugns the 

theory that cathepsins are active,   as was suggested by Figure 6. 

However,   if native proteases were indeed responsible for the changes 

in EC observed in Figure 6 they would not necessarily have the same 

solubilizing effects as papain.    More finely dispersed in the homo- 

genate and of much lesser concentration,   they might instead,   for 

instance,   cause proteolysis of some sarcoplasmic and fibrous proteins 

in a way that would have little effect on the solubility of the products 

but would affect their emulsificity just measurably. 
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Comparing Figures 6 and 7 it is clear that the EC of the homo- 

genate is a function of more than just the concentration of the proteins 

in solution.    A positive correlation exists in the first five hours 

between the soluble protein concentration and the EC,   but after five 

hours the relationship is negated as the EC curve declines in almost 

parabolic proportions.     The fact that after five hours EC drops sharply 

while protein concentration is increasing shows that protein concentra- 

tion has little active effect. 

Perhaps the simplest (and most attractive) explanation for this 

is that although there is an increasing amount of protein in solution 

after five hours,   that which is present is less effective as an emulsi- 

fying agent.    As the mean size of the molecules represented decreases 

because of proteolytic action,   an optimum mean size is reached,   then 

passed.    It would be interesting to see what EC values would be obtained 

if concentration of protein had been standardized before each test, 

e. g. ,   'whether after 24 hours of proteolysis a solution then standard- 

ized to 14. 2 mg/ml would be a better or worse emulsifying agent than 

the untreated. 

It is clear then that the first five hours of the curve in Figure 6 

owes its  shape to the contribution of two factors--increasing proteins 

in solution and increasingly efficient mean molecular weight of those 

proteins.     The latter effect may be related to intermolecular associa- 

tions and dissociations. 
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Emulsification capacity of homogenates is influenced to some 

degree by the fat content of the muscle sample.     In this work the fat 

content was assumed to be the same for all samples.     Differences in 

EC between samples of approximately equal protein contents were 

slight.     Furthermore,   these differences could be accounted for by 

slightly different representations of muscle proteins between tissues 

obtained from different animals.     These effects make precise deter- 

minations of EC in mg/ml protein difficult.    But Part II is more of an 

attempt to elucidate patterns of change in EC rather than a measure- 

ment of its absolute value.     The average increase in Part I was 3. 8   C, 

with a range of 3. 0-4. 5   C.    Mean AT values for Part II were 3. 5   C 

(range = 2. 0-5. 5   C) for the control and 4. 0  C (range = 2. 0-6. 5   C) for 

the papain-treated homogenate sample.     These values were held 

remarkably low by judicious additions of larger aliquots of oil during 

the test.     This procedure at once depends on and documents the work 

of Swift et al.   (1961) who found no significant relationship between rate 

of oil addition and EC. 

Although some samples in Part II had considerably greater 

emulsification capacities than samples in Part I,   use of faster oil 

addition,   facilitated by the tygon-tipped syringe,   shortened the 

emulsion time,   giving similar  AT values. 

Results of the gas-chromotographic analysis of the emulsion oil 

appear in Table  1.     This information strictly defines an otherwise 
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Table 1.    GLC analysis of Wesson oil fatty acid 
methyl esters by chain length and 
degree of unsaturation. 

Methyl esters 

12:0 

14:0 

16:0 

16:1 

18:0 

18:1 

18:2 

18:3 

Peak area % of Sample 

0. 94 0.8 

0.56 0.5 

16.50 14.7 

0.48 0.4 

1.74 1.5 

34.80 31.0 

55.60 49.5 

1.80 1.6 
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ill-defined component of the emulsion system.     In the initial prepara- 

tion 1. 9% non-saponifiable compounds  (steroids,   pigments,   etc. ) were 

recorded.     The high degree of mono- and di-unsaturated fatty acids, 

although somewhat counteracted by a high palmitic level,   may explain 

the   favorable property of Wesson oil of resistance to crystallization 

at 5   C. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Muscle protein extracts  (Part I) and homogenates  (Part II) were 

treated with proteases from various sources at the level of 0. 1% by 

weight.    At certain time intervals after enzyme addition,   samples were 

withdrawn for emulsification capacity determinations.     Further 

experiments supplied additional information and made it possible to 

rule out,   or take into account,   certain other variables including 

proteolysis,   pH and protein concentration. 

The subtle and complex patterns observed in viscometry and 

emulsification tests of protein extracts are difficult to interpret. 

The viscometry curves seem to implicate the formation of aggregations, 

of molecules,  which EC results impute,   though not conclusively,   that 

as  proteolysis proceeds,   an optimum polypeptide size for emulsion 

membrane complicity is eventually reached.     These patterns,   though 

interesting,   are of limited utility both because of their unsubstantial 

magnitudes and because of the inherent limitation of the model system 

technique.     The latter factor was discussed in some detail in the 

Introduction. 

The presence of 0. 1% papain in a muscle tissue homogenate 

catalyzed a more rapid increase in pH between 120 and 144 hours 

post-mortem than was found in the untreated homogenate.     The 

difference was 0. 10 pH units after 24 hours.     This effect was consider- 

ed negligible. 
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The salt-extractable fraction of a protein homogenate system 

increases after the addition of protease to this system.    All indications 

are that a steady state is reached after a certain period of proteolysis 

time,   involving two opposing processes.   One process is the reduction 

of macromolecules in size which causes increased solubility.     The 

opposing processes could be decreasing enzyme activity and the effect 

of decreasing numbers of peptide bonds.    As proteolysis proceeds and 

more and more of these bonds are severed,   this technique is obliged 

to indicate less salt-soluble protein. 

These experiments have presented some cogent evidence for 

there being an optimum polypeptide size for emulsion involvement. 

This optimum mean size can be obtained by treatment of the homo- 

genate with proteases. 

Implications for the industrial application of this research are 

clear.     Treatment of a sausage homogenate with protease prior to 

emulsification for a pre-determined amount of time could allow more 

lipid to be used.     Further,   those products made with customary levels 

of fat would be more reliable with respect to stability.     Protease pre- 

treatment of emulsion proteins may have unanticipated benefits,   as 

well as liabilities.    For instance,   it may have deleterious effects on 

product texture,   color,   or flavor.     It is clear that detailed research 

and pilot operations would be necessary before the potential of protease 

pre-treatment could be realized in the industry. 
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From a biophysical standpoint,   it would be satisfying to know 

more about the roles and molecular weights of.the proteins involved in 

emulsification.    Specifically,   gel filtration,   sedimentation analysis, 

and careful fractionation of the proteins in solution,   during the progress 

of proteolysis would be useful.     The present research,   which dis- 

closed a decline in EC of homogenates after a period of proteolysis, 

should be followed with work designed to determine the factors causing 

the decline. 

Actually very little is understood about the oil-protein interface 

in emulsions,   as compared to the interface in emulsion stabilized by 

soaps or finely-divided solids.    Both ionic and structural factors are 

probably involved.     This subject could be investigated with facility 

using synthetic polypeptides of specified weights. 
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